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Introduction

There is no simple equation that explains the complete relationship between economic
fundamentals and financial markets. However, the two are clearly linked, and a significant
amount of research has been done to determine the impact of macroeconomic news releases on
various asset classes. Much of this work focuses on domestic announcements and their effect on
domestic markets, but we are more interested in the consequences of a news surprise as it
reverberates through the global economy to different countries. We see this impact manifest in
the foreign currency market and will seek to examine the impact of different types of
macroeconomic news originating from different countries on currency prices.
Many papers before this have attempted to improve the model for foreign exchange
price-discovery since Meese and Rogoff published their 1981 work analyzing random walk
models for determining price (Meese and Rogoff, 1981 ). The efficient market hypothesis would
hold that asset prices should already incorporate all available information and any news releases
should be incorporated instantaneously. Our work adds a new perspective to the extant body of
research. Most published papers focus primarily on the news released in the United States and
look solely at the relationship between the U.S. and an assortment of countries from that view.
Several others have approached the issue from the other side of the exchange rate. but not as a
main focus. Anderson, Bollerslev, Diebold, and Vega (2001), Almeida, Goodhart, and Payne
(1996), and Dominguez and Panthaki (2006) all look at macro events from at least one other
country. However, we see opportunities to extend their work, given their country choice and data
set. We focus on an issue that several of these papers touch but do not address extensively; how
much does the impact of a macroeconomic news release vary across different announcement
classes and countries?
Our work not only looks at the price impact coming from different countries but also
from different types of news releases. Along with the source country, we will detem1ine which
category of macroeconomic indicator impacts the foreign exchange market the largest and see if
it remains constant across the countries we look at. With more time and we resources, we would
have liked to add more countries and news types to our analysis, but we feel that our research
points in a new direction for macroeconomic price-discovery that has yet to be completely
explored. In Section 1, we will discuss the existing literature on the topic and some of its flaws.
After that, we move on to our data acquisition process and a brief analysis in Section 2. Section 3
will detail our econometric methodology, and Section 4 will present our results. Section 5 will
consist of a discussion of our findings, and we conclude in Section 6 with a summary and several
direction in which our research could be extended to new areas.
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Literature Review
One of the primary sources of inspiration for this paper was the work of Anderson,
Bollerslev, Diebold, and Vega (2001). In their 2001 paper, they explore the relationship between
U.S. and German macroeconomic announcements and six currencies. Their 2007 paper, which
focused on a wider variety of asset classes but drops all pretext of an international perspective,
looks solely at American news releases. After reading through a variety of papers on similar
topics, we found that the only other publication that dealt with any international news
announcements was a 1996 paper by Almeida, Goodhmt and Payne which also used German
news. In the intervening twenty years since the data had been collected, many factors have
changed that could impact their results. The data set covers 1992 to 2002 in the case of ABDV
and just 1992 to 1994 in the AGP paper. During this time period, German announcements were
unscheduled meaning that the markets had dual elements of uncertainty: what the value of the
release would be as well as the exact timing of the release. Almeida, Goodhart, and Payne found
that the maximum impact of the announcements occurred after fifteen minutes for American
releases and three hours for German releases. The European Union and European Central Bank
were established during this period. Germany along with many other countries adopted a
scheduled announcement structure. The internet has developed to facilitate a much faster
movement of information. All of these factors point towards a second look at their conclusions
from a more recent perspective to see if the conclusions still hold even after including different
countries aside from Germany. The final publication that we are aware of that looks at foreign
announcements as well as domestic is Dominguez and Panthaki (2006) who use news from the
United Kingdom and the Euro area. They draw their announcement data over a ten month period
from 1992 to 1993. Their paper focused more on what events can be considered news from a
statistically significant perspective rather than the magnitude of the impact, so we decided to
extend their work by looking at that explicitly.
Our return specification pulls from several different sources. Omrane and Hafner (2011)
found that macroeconomic news releases maintain a significant factor in the volatility of foreign
currency for two hours after looking at the USD cross-rates with the Euro, Pound Sterling, and
the Yen. That was the primary reason for our return window being two hours prior and after the
announcement time. We looked toward Adams, McQueen, and Wood (1999) as precedent for
modeling the foreign exchange returns linearly just as they did with equities returns. ABDV
(2007) and Ehrmann and Fratzscher (2004) showed that foreign currency exhibits asymmetrical
responses to macroeconomic releases, so we included that aspect in our analysis. While
normalizing the surprise component, we followed the lead of ABDV (2007) and Faust, Rogers,
Wang, and Wright (2003) in doing so to facilitate the comparison between different release types
and countries. Dominguez and Panthaki (2006) also demonstrated the significance of trailing
returns which is what led us to also use a lagged tem1 to control at least partially for momentum.

Data

1. Macroeconomic New Release Data
Our paper focuses on three different countries: the United States, Canada, and
Switzerland. We gathered data on GDP, CPI, the unemployment rate, and in the case of the
United States. consumer confidence. The other two countries did not have an available measure
of consumer confidence. The release time series as well as the consensus survey estimate was

